
ASA Stats Transparency Report
for January 2023

The creator of this report is Ivica Paleka. He is the keeper of the ASA Stats development pool in the pre-
DAO phase and will be referred to as the Keeper for the rest of this report.

Administration and costs

VPS subscription provided by OVH was paid US$37.00 on Monday, January 1st. The invoice with credential 
reference WE2864013 will be uploaded to the designated public repository created under the ASA Stats 
GitHub organization, just before the publishing of ASA Stats software as open-source.

Additional VPS subscription provided by OVH was paid US$17.61 on Thursday, January 12th. The invoice 
with credential reference WE2882772 will be uploaded to the designated public repository created under the 
ASA Stats GitHub organization, just before the publishing of ASA Stats software as open-source.

By using GoDaddy provider, the Keeper purchased one year subscription for asc.foundation domain name 
on Saturday, January 14th for £10.43. In order to complete that transaction, an amount of 12.77 USDT was 
borrowed and deducted from the devpool’s Binance account by the admpool. The invoice with credential 
reference 2438367019 will be uploaded to the designated public repository created under the ASA Stats 
GitHub organization, just before the publishing of ASA Stats software as open-source.

Tokenomics

For the rest of this document, it is implied that all the transactions are created by the Keeper.

Development Pool

On Thu, 26 Jan 2023 19:28:16 UTC the Keeper sent 1,000 ALGO from the devpool to the Team’s Binance 
account. It is expected that those funds would be borrowed and spent by the admpool or the Team in the 
following period.

ASA Stats LP rewards incentive program

Based on participation in the updated ASA Stats LP rewards incentive program, from Tue, 03 Jan 2023 
14:52:55 UTC to Mon, 23 Jan 2023 19:04:05 UTC the devpool received 2,920,602 ASASTATS from the 
airpool.

It is expected that the received funds will be allocated to the rwdpool in the future period.
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For participation in the ASA Stats LP rewards incentive program, from Sun, 13 Feb 2022 16:40:19 UTC to 
Mon, 23 Jan 2023 19:04:05 UTC the devpool received a total of 9,053,033 ASASTATS in 51 transactions 
from the airpool. As the rwdpool is assigned to be the next source of funds for the ASA Stats LP rewards 
incentive program – while it is planned that the airpool will continue to be the sender in the incentive 
program - the devpool sent 9,053,033 ASASTATS on Mon, 23 Jan 2023 19:39:22 UTC to the airpool on 
behalf of the rwdpool.

Based on participation in the updated ASA Stats LP rewards incentive program, on Mon, 30 Jan 2023 
20:24:55 UTC the devpool received 743,852 ASASTATS from the airpool. It is expected that the received 
funds will be allocated to the rwdpool in the future period.

Tinyman 2.0 migration

As defined in a community discussion, from Thu, 05 Jan 2023 18:29:21 UTC to Thu, 05 Jan 2023 18:32:13 
UTC, the Keeper migrated all the devpool’s ASASTATS-ALGO and ASASTATS-USDC liquidity to the new 
Tinyman v2 liquidity pools using Tinyman’s migration tool.

Algorand governance

On Sun, 08 Jan 2023 15:57:40   UTC  , the devpool committed 330,000 TinymanPool2.0 ASASTATS-ALGO 
tokens in the Governance period #6.

Administration and Costs Pool

Tinyman 2.0 migration

As defined in the community discussion, from Thu, 05 Jan 2023 18:50:48 UTC to Thu, 05 Jan 2023 
18:51:29 UTC, the Keeper migrated all the admpool’s ASASTATS-YLDY liquidity to the new Tinyman v2 
liquidity pool using Tinyman’s migration tool.

Rewards Pool

Community members rewards

In an update of the ASA Stats Community rewards 11/19 - 12/16 cycle, on Wed, 04 Jan 2023 17:44:25 UTC 
the rwdpool sent 30,000 ASASTATS to 1 community member for their contribution to the ASA Stats project.

On Thu, 12 Jan 2023 14:46:02 UTC, the rwdpool sent 500,000 ASASTATS to 1 community members for 
their exceptional contribution to the ASA Stats project in general.

In the ASA Stats Community rewards 12/27 - 1/13 cycle, from Mon, 16 Jan 2023 13:46:52 UTC to Mon, 16 
Jan 2023 13:46:59 UTC, the rwdpool had sent 1,400,000 ASASTATS to 11 community members for their 
contributions to the ASA Stats project.
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Airdrop Pool

An amount of 4,326,238 ASASTATS was transferred on Wed, 04 Jan 2023 17:04:05 UTC from the Manager 
address to the airpool for the DAO Airdrop purpose.

It is defined that the devpool will reallocate all the rewards received in the ASA Stats LP rewards incentive 
program to the rwdpool. As the rwdpool is assigned to be the next source of funds for the ASA Stats LP 
rewards incentive program – while it is planned that the airpool will continue to be the sender in the 
incentive program - the devpool sent 9,053,033 ASASTATS on Mon, 23 Jan 2023 19:39:22 UTC to the 
airpool on behalf of the rwdpool.

ASA Stats LP rewards incentive program

As defined in the updated ASA Stats LP rewards incentive program, the liquidity providers to the Tinyman’s 
ASASTATS-ALGO liquidity pool are qualified for the weekly rewards.

Based on participation in the official program, from Tue, 03 Jan 2023 14:52:55 UTC to Tue, 03 Jan 2023 
14:53:24 UTC the airpool had sent 1,965,045 ASASTATS to 69 receivers.

Based on participation in the official program, from Mon, 09 Jan 2023 17:32:55 UTC to Mon, 09 Jan 2023 
17:37:23 UTC the airpool had sent 2,610,682 ASASTATS to 60 receivers.

Based on participation in the official program, from Mon, 16 Jan 2023 17:11:13 UTC to Mon, 16 Jan 2023 
17:18:15 UTC the airpool had sent 3,494,385 ASASTATS to 64 receivers.

Based on participation in the official program, from Mon, 23 Jan 2023 19:00:43 UTC to Mon, 23 Jan 2023 
19:04:35 UTC the airpool had sent 3,620,413 ASASTATS to 64 receivers.

Based on participation in the official program, from Mon, 30 Jan 2023 20:18:07 UTC to Mon, 30 Jan 2023 
20:25:21 UTC the airpool had sent 3,813,821 ASASTATS to 65 receivers.

ASA Stats DAO Airdrop

On Wed, 04 Jan 2023 17:16:36 UTC the airpool sent 618,034 ASASTATS to one new governor from ASA 
Stats community to their governor seat address.

From Wed, 04 Jan 2023 17:17:14 UTC to Wed, 04 Jan 2023 17:17:38 UTC the airpool had sent 1,236,068 
ASASTATS to the two ASA Stats titleholders and governors to their governor seat addresses.

From Wed, 04 Jan 2023 17:18:20 UTC to Wed, 04 Jan 2023 17:18:43 UTC the airpool had sent 1,236,068 
ASASTATS to the two prominent ASA Stats community governors.

On Wed, 11 Jan 2023 11:43:33 UTC the airpool sent 618,034 ASASTATS to one new governor from ASA 
Stats community to their governor seat address.
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Giveaway Pool

An amount of 1,000,000 ASASTATS was transferred on Wed, 04 Jan 2023 17:04:28 UTC from the Manager 
address to the givpool for the DAO Giveaway purpose.

ASA Stats DAO Giveaway

As defined in the Governor Seats Update 2022-12-24, the listed governors from the Algorand community 
receive the funds for their seats' votes in the DAO Giveaway.

On Wed, 04 Jan 2023 17:23:05 UTC, the givpool sent 500,000 ASASTATS to one governor seat address.

On Wed, 11 Jan 2023 11:43:56 UTC, the givpool sent 500,000 ASASTATS to one governor seat address.

ASA Stats Team Rewards Pool

Team rewards

As Ivica Paleka had been the only member of the ASA Stats Team in December 2022, the tmrpool sent the 
full amount of 5,000,000 ASASTATS to Ivica Paleka's personal address on Fri, 27 Jan 2023 16:58:20 UTC.
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